CHAPTER THREE

CONCLUSION

After reading and analyzing the novel, I conclude that Jurassic Park is brilliant in holding the readers' attention. The book is full of suspense, so readers will always thrilled and curious to find out what will happen in the next page. In my opinion, the most important element in this book is the element of plot. Therefore, I will first conclude the development of suspense, second surprise and last the artistic unity. Based on my analysis, I have found six main suspenses. I divide them into three stages. The first stage consists of two suspenses, the second three suspenses and the third one suspense.

The first suspense is the story about Dodgson's contact person in Jurassic Park. He is presented as a mysterious man who is assigned by Dodgson to steal some dinosaur’s embryos. This suspense is answered by a surprise that Dodgson contact’s is actually Nedry, who is a programmer who design Jurassic Park control system. To steal the embryos, he surprisingly turns off all the security system in the park. He can turns off the security system of the park because he is the one who designs the control system of the park.
The second suspense is when Grant finds pieces of dinosaurs' eggshells. It is said that all the dinosaurs cannot breed because all of them are female. This suspense is answered by a surprise that the entire dinosaurs apparently breed. The dinosaurs can breed because to complete dinosaurs' DNA, Wu uses frogs' DNA. I categorize these suspenses as the first stage. I conclude that at this stage Crichton wants to tell the readers that the park is no longer under control. The raptors breed beyond the programmer’s expectation and the security system is turned off by Nedry. Consequently, people in the park might be harmed by the dinosaurs.

The third suspense is when the tyrannosaur attacks the convoy. Malcolm, who gets out of the car, is attacked by the tyrannosaur; however, Grant, who is getting out after Malcolm, is not attacked. The tyrannosaur does not attack Grant because it cannot see unmoving object; therefore, it cannot see Grant when he stop moving. The fourth suspense is when the tyrannosaur catch Tim by its tongue in the small room behind the waterfall. Tim has been dragged out by the tyrannosaur's tongue and he is almost killed. Luckily, the tyrannosaur uncoils its tongue and leaves Tim unhurt. The tyrannosaur release Tim from its tongue because it have been shot by Malcolm with a tranquilizer dart. The fifth suspense is when the raptor attacks Wu. In this suspense, Wu sees Ellie try to attract the raptors to attack the fence. Wu thinks that it is not Ellie, who attracts the raptors. In fact it is the raptors which attract Ellie to stay behind the fence. Then, Wu gets outside and tells Ellie to get inside the building. Surprisingly, a raptor jumps from the roof and attacks him. I categorize these suspenses as the second stage. I conclude that in this second stage Crichton wants to tell the readers that the dinosaurs in the park are lethal. One of them is extremely strong while some of them are extremely smart. Therefore, the readers are curious to know whether the people will be able to survive or not.
The sixth suspense is when Grant and friends are inside a raptor's nest. A baby raptor sees them and starts to make a noise. The baby raptor attracts an adult raptor to come, yet the adult raptor leaves without doing any further search. I categorize these suspenses as the third stage. In this third stage I conclude that Crichton wants to tell the readers that this is the last suspense. This suspense leads the readers to the answer that they finally can escape from the island. I conclude that all the suspenses in the novel lead the reader to think about the survival of all people in the park from the dinosaurs' attack.

In my opinion, *Jurassic Park* is an excellent novel because it has a great development of suspense. I discover that the suspense is more significant than the surprise. Based on my analysis above, the suspense is systematically presented by Crichton, and all suspenses is answered by great surprises. In finding the suspense readers will find that it is logically answered by the surprise; therefore, readers will find the suspense thrilling and worth reading. Moreover, the topic of the novel is very interesting as it is about extinct dinosaurs. The novel has excellent details; they help readers to visualize the content. Hence, the readers will feel that the book is easy and enjoyable to read. He can write excellent details because he has pursued a further study about dinosaurs, as stated in the novel acknowledgements. I conclude that Crichton’s success of this book can be seen from the following: the subject of the book is interesting, the content is understandable, the plot especially the suspense has a good development and the artistic unity is plausible and may not lead the readers into confusion.